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Background: With ongoing healthcare needs, childhood survivors are vulnerable to being underinsured
and to experiencing health insurance-related financial burden. Low health insurance literacy reduces
survivors’ ability to utilize health insurance. We describe feasibility results of a pilot trial to develop a
virtually delivered health insurance navigation intervention.
Methods: Using an iterative intervention development design, we developed a 4-session health
insurance intervention, delivered synchronously by a navigator via Zoom, using 1) in-depth interviews
with 28 survivors and experts and 2) an open pilot with 8 survivors. Eligible participants were insured
survivors from the Childhood Cancer Survivor Study (CCSS) with access to a wireless device. We
assessed feasibility by the percent of eligible participants who enrolled, sessions completed, and followup surveys completed.
Results: From August 2020 to May 2021, 82 CCSS participants enrolled; 53.7% female; 82% white, 7%
Hispanic, and 7% black; 52.4% <40 years of age; 72.0% college educated; 38.5% from a non-expansion
state; 75.6% had employer-sponsored insurance and 17.1% had public coverage; 72.1% were the policy
holder for their insurance. Baseline health insurance literacy scores were low (mean 28.5, sd=9.0; range
16-60; higher scores=poor literacy). 39.0% were not familiar with the Affordable Care Act (ACA), and
many lacked knowledge of relevant ACA provisions. Over half lacked awareness of essential benefits
coverage and did not know they had the ability to file appeals for denied coverage. 98% of screened
participants were eligible; 39.7% of participants approached consented; 82% completed all 4 sessions;
92.6% (75/81 in survey window (10/21)) completed the 5-month follow-up survey.
Conclusion: Findings affirm gaps in health insurance literacy among a national sample of insured
survivors. The significance and need for this intervention were underscored by low health insurance
literacy, even among educated long-term survivors. Results strongly support the feasibility of a virtual
health insurance navigation program targeted for childhood survivors.

